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Abstract: Iran is one the main meat markets in Asian and the world. Meat consumption has traditionally been
very important in Iran. However, little attention has been paid to the market and how the different levels of the
market chain interact. Hence this paper, using weekly data, analyses the Price Transmission Elasticity for three
meat products including beef, lamb and chicken along the Iranian market chain (Wholesale and Retail levels).
Moreover, then it is investigated the Price transmission asymmetry along these market levels. The results
obtained show price change won't be perfectly transmitted among different levels of meat market chain and
short-run elasticity is less than long-run one. According to Houck model, the study of the model of price
transmission indicates asymmetric transmission of price positive and negative shocks in all different levels of
meat market.
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INTRODUCTION (increase or decrease) in one level of market to the other

As one of the  main  agricultural  challenges  in  many effect of price increase or reduction in one level won't be
countries, especially developing ones including ours, fully transferred to the other levels and/or price increase
inefficiency of agricultural products market and ineffective maybe transferred perfectly and sooner while price
marketing system as well as traditional methods are the reduction transmission is imperfect and has a slow trend
barriers to improve and expand agriculture, food safety or vice versa [1].
and self-sufficiency in promoting export. Price fluctuation Asymmetric price transmission lead to a situation in
of agriculture products due to seasonal factors which the middlemen earn the profit of price increase
decadence, produce fluctuation and imperfect and which make agricultural products final and market margin
monopolistic competition a long with high range of increase.
marketing margin are the main indexes of ineffective Price transmission is a phenomenon that maybe due
agricultural  products  marketing.  Therefore,  improving to market imperfect competition. there are two types of
efficiency of price and that of agricultural products elasticity ie, short-run and long-run elasticity to measure
marketing structure do help us respond the current quick and perfect price transmission between two market
challenges of marketing process and make the marketing levels and gradual transmission of price change in two
system efficient. Market and price efficiency is influenced market  levels  is measured by short-run elasticity and
by several factors including price transmission symmetry long-run one respectively [2].
in different levels of marketing which is one of the most Reflecting the forces influencing the market, models
significant factors. Symmetric transmission in the market of price transmission in different market levels are market
indicates there is a perfect transmission of price change prices and they are considered as primary factors joining

ones. On the contrary, in asymmetric transmission, the
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different market levels and transferring shocks of each between these two markets and transmission of price
market level to produces, wholesalers and retailers. That's reduction from on the field market to the export market is
why transmission speed and the range of adjustments of more perfect and it's done sooner than that of price
market shocks may have implicit application for finding increase.
price, marketing margin and activities for determining price [12] Analyzed transmission model of chicken price
[3]. Lack of short-run symmetry exerts a provisional effect during 1998-2002. The result reveals price increase is
on market margin where as lock of long-run symmetry perfectly transferred from on the farm market to the retail
indicates middlemen increase market margin constantly level while price reduction is transferred imperfectly.
[4]. Short-run and long-run price transmission is asymmetric.

[5] Analyzed price transmission of 12 kinds of fish Seeking the analysis of price model and market
Spain market. The result shows price transmission efficiency of agricultural products the present article
elasticity between wholesale markets and fishing spot examined price transmission model (symmetric or
markets is more than that of  other  markets.  More  over, asymmetric), marketing margin, causal relationship
short-run elasticity is less than long-run elasticity of price between different  markets  as  well  as  short-run and
transmission. In this study, the analysis of price symmetry long-run elasticity of price transmission in different levels
indicates asymmetric price of 8 kinds of the fish. of meat market (beef, lamb and chicken) which is one of

[6] Analyzed price transmission of Turkey wheat the main Iranian consumer goods.
market in 8 provinces using threshold error correction
test. The results show market continuity and symmetric MATERIALS AND METHODS
price exist just in some of the provinces; this issue
depends on the value of the market of each area. In this paper, price transmission symmetry, price

[7] Analyzed model of price transmission of Slovenia elasticity and causal relationship of beef, lamb and
meat market using monthly price data of retail and on the chicken price was analyzed along the Iranian Market
field levels during 1990-2000. In this study, a Chain using weekly price data of retail and wholesale
cointegrationary test was conducted to analyze market levels during 2007-2009. The recent studies applied
margin and vertical price transmission; also market several approaches including Houck’s approach,
continuity test was used. The result shows a long-run cointegration test and error correction model to analyze
balanced relationship is established between markets. price transmission at different market levels. In this paper,

[3] Examined price symmetric and threshold behavior first we examine variable stationary (for time series data is
in USA pork market at 3 levels: on the farm, wholesale and applied) using unit root test and so as to test price
retail. The results indicate prices are convergent at transmission symmetry of meat market. It should be
different levels of market but asymmetric to the positive mentioned that if time series variables are static, Houck’s
and negative shocks of price. approach is used, but if variables are dynamic, in the first

[8] Studied the manner of Iranian egg and chicken step, long-run relationship between variable at different
market. The result shows price fluctuation of producer levels of  market  is analyzed using cointegration test,
level transfers to the retail level symmetrically. then error correction model is applied to analyze price

 [9] Analyzed the manner of price transmission in transmission. The Houck’s method is implicitly defined
potato and tomato markets. The findings indicate price by:
transmission of tomato from farm to retail is asymmetric
while that of potato is symmetric. (1)

[10] studied the manner of price transmission of
pistachio using Houck’s approach and error correction where P , Pw  and Pw  are retail price, wholesale
method. The result shows price transmission of pistachio positive shock or price increase and wholesale negative
market is asymmetric so that price increase transmission shock or price reduction respectively. Determining
is more perfect than price reduction one. optimum lag is of high importance in [8]’s approach, to do

[11] Examined price transmission model of Iran so, akaike data was used. In order to study symmetry of
pistachio in global markets. The result of causal test price positive and negative shock transmission of each
indicated  there  is  a  mutual  relationship  between on product between the two markets, variable coefficient
the farm prices and export prices. Also price symmetry equality hypothesis testing was conducted. The formula
test revealed there is a asymmetric price transmission is as follows:

r
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(2) Like Houck model, optimum lag in equation [1] and [2]

If zero hypothesis is the equality of the sum of price hypothesis of causality test too.
in crease coefficient with the sum of price reduction One of the most significant indexes of analysis of
coefficient at different lag, price transmission between price transmission model is price elasticity. Elasticity of
wholesale markets and retail ones will be symmetric. price transmission at different levels of market shows a
However, price transmission will be asymmetric provided certain percent change in the price of one market
that the above hypothesis is rejected. Wald test is influences the price of the other markets. Price
conducted to accept or reject H . The test is based on F transmission elasticity is equal relative change in retail0

and x  data. Since all the hypothesis are linear, obligate F price to the relative change in on the field price when the2

data or x  must be compared with their crisis quantity and other factors are fixed [13]. [14] Defined price transmission2

its significant should be determined in order to accept or elasticity in market chain as follow:
reject any hypothesis.

Analysis of causal relationship between two markets (3)
is another goal of this article. In another word, causality
test helps us find the market which determines and affect In this formula, P  and P  stand for retail price and on
price and its change in the other markets. For sure, the field price respectively. Price transmission elasticity
economic policy makers and planners should have can be determined using above equation or regression
enough information about this issue, for it helps them to equation  based  on price of different levels of markets.
recognize the factors of price fluctuation in the market and The  elasticity  can  be  either  short-run  or  long-run.
to choose the best strategy to stabilize the price. Short-run elasticity indicates the immediate effect of price
Causality test is defined as following: change of one level on the other levels while long-run

elasticity shows the lagged effect of price change of one
(1) market to the other levels of market. We can find price

(2) balance between short-run and long-run price

Assuming that disruptive component of equation ie, transmission from one level to the other levels of market
U  and U  are not correlated, the following 4 cases are is not perfect rather it is adjusted in several periods or1t 2t

possible: there is a lag in transmission trend; in summary, it

When sum of lag coefficients of P  (retail price) in ther

first formula is not statically zero (  0) but sum of RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONSj

lag coefficients of P  (wholesale price) in the secondw

formula is statically zero (  = 0), there will be a Causality Test: As was mentioned earlier, [13]’s causalityj

unilateral causality from P  to P , that is retail price test was conducted in this paper to examine causalr w

influences whole sale one. relationship between different levels. In each equation of
On the contrary, if statistically  = 0 and (  0), causality test, it is necessary to determine optimum lag ofj j

there will be a unilateral causality from P  to P , that is price variable based on the lowest akaike statistic. To dow r

whole sale market is the cause of price change in the so, price variable at each product of any level regressed
other market. to its lag quantities separately and optimum lag of that
If the sum of coefficients of P  and P  in both variable was specified in the equation. Then this equationw r

regressions is statistically significant but not zero, regressed to the other variable with different lag and
there will be a bilateral causality and both markets will optimum lag of the other variable was determined based
influence each other. on akaike statistic. After determining optimum lag of the
If the sum of coefficients of P  and P  in both variables, the following equations worked out and allw r

regressions is not significant, the two markets are hypothesis of causality test was analyzed based on Wald
independent and they are not related to each other. test and the results was presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

of causality test should be specified for each variable.
Wald test should be used for coefficient testing of each

r e

transmission symmetry using elasticity analysis. Lack of

transmission in different levels of markets means price

indicates price transmission is not symmetry.
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Table 1: Causality test of chicken price 

Variables of model H Results of Wald test Acceptance zero assumption Causality relationship0

Pw, Pr(1,1) Pr Pw  = 0 Acceptance Causality is rejected from retail to wholesalej

Pr, Pw(1,1) Pw  Pr  = 0 Reject Causality is accepted from wholesale to retailj

*Figures in Parenthesis Are Optimum lag of Each Variable in the Model

Table 2: Causality test of beef price

Variables of model H Results of Wald test Acceptance zero assumption Causality relationship0

Pw, Pr(2,3) Pr Pw  = 0 Acceptance Causality from retail to wholesale is rejectedj

Pr, Pw(3,4) Pw  Pr  = 0 Acceptance Causality from is wholesale to retailis rejectedj

*Figures in Parenthesis Are Optimum lag of Each Variable in the Model

Table 3: Causality test of lamb price 

Variables of model H Results of Wald test Acceptance zero assumption Causality relationship0

Pw, Pr (5,1) Pr Pw  = 0 Denial Causality from retail to wholesale is rejectedj

Pr, Pw(4,1) Pw  Pr  = 0 Denial Causality from is wholesale to retail is rejectedj

*Figures in Parenthesis Are Optimum lag of Each Variable in the Model

Table 4: Price transmission symmetry of meat.

Coefficient of short-run price change Coefficient of long-run price change

------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------

Variable Increase Reduction Increase Reduction Result of wald test Acceptance of H Price transmission symmetry0

Chicken 0/73 0/15 - 0/59 Reject Asymmetric

Beef 1/26 0/22 - 1/42 Reject Asymmetric

Lamb 0/89 0/20 - 1/96 Reject Asymmetric

Table source: calculated author

Table 1 shows the results of causality test between Table 2 shows the results of causality test between
two levels of chicken wholesale and retail. In the first two levels of been wholesale and retail. According to
equation, zero assumption is accepted based on Wald Wald test, zero hypotheses is accepted in both equations,
test, so causality from retail to wholesale is rejected and so there is no causal relationship between wholesale and
wholesale price is not under the influence of retail one. retail market and two markets are independent.

In the second equation, however, zero hypotheses Table 3 shows the result of causality test between
are rejected and direction of causality is from wholesale to lamb wholesale and retail. Unlike beef market, zero
retail. Therefore, there is a unilateral causal relationship assumption is rejected in both equations, so there are a
for chicken ie, from wholesale to retail and chicken price bilateral causal relationship between lamb retail and
at the level of wholesale influences retail price. wholesale and price influence each other in both markets.
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Price Transmission Symmetry: Given all variable of the duration of adjustment period. So, analysis of elasticity
model are static, Houck’s model was used to analyze price can tell us whether price transmission is symmetric or
transmission symmetry at two levels of retail and asymmetric. Considering the trend of price change of
wholesale. Therefore, in the first step, optimum lag of different types of meat in retail and wholesale markets,
variables was determined in the model, then the model it price  transmission  elasticity  of  chicken,  beef  and lamb
self was estimated. The result is presented in Table 4. was  calculated.  Findings  showed   short-run   elasticity

As the table presents, short-run coefficients of the of price change (increase or reduction) in meat market
model show the effect of price increase of reduction of chain  is  less  than  long-run  and  this  fact  indicates
wholesale on price change of retail at the same period. that the effect of price change in retail meat market in a
Also long-run coefficient of lag transmission of price specific period is not perfectly transferred to the
between these two markets is shown. As it is shown on wholesale market in the same period rather it is transferred
the table, speed of transmission of price increase or price with lag and through out the duration of time span. In
positive shock from wholesale to retail is faster than that other words, price transmission between two levels of
of price reduction or price negative shock; and it is true market does not occurs in one perfect period rather it
for all types of meat, so that price positive shock of gradually transfers during several period and also there is
chicken, beef and lamb at wholesale level will be a lag in the process. This fact is another cause of
immediately transferred to the retail  level  in  the  same asymmetric price transmission in all three kinds of meat
period whereas price reduction will be slowly transferred market.
after a period of time. This issue shows retailers have
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